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Dugout Diaries
Extra Innings Nailbiter!!!
The AAA Cardinals finished off the season with
a nail biter of a game against the AAA Brewers.
Both teams battled it out in extra innings, with
the Cardinals pulling out a win. Here the team
is congratulating Diego Madrid for a great hit
that drove Josh Cohen in for the winning run.
Great game boys!

Juggling lessons
by Coach Ward:
$100/lesson
inquire within

Take a Seat Parents!!!
It was a battle of the ages…the most eagerly anticipated game on the Cardinals
schedule. On Monday night, the A Cardinals faced their toughest adversary…their
parents!
The Cards, lead by rookie skipper Jacob Stock (AAA Orioles) had a strong showing at
the plate with the entire bench batting and scoring 7 runs before the adults got their
required 4 outs. The bottom of the inning found the parents at the bat, facing the
pitching machine while sitting atop an overturned “Homer” bucket. The moms led off the
inning for the parents with hits by Heather Wright, Sara Ursua and Lise
Delligatta. After a couple of strike-outs, the parents were finally thwarted as Angelo
Sartwell’s quick glove picked up a grounder and a force out at third of his mom,
Heather. There were rumors of a forced grounding of Angelo following the play.
The Cards returned to the plate with their hot bats and continued to score with notable
hits from Jarrett Paroske and Jake Ratzlaff both moving runners into scoring
position. The Parents rallied in the closing innings of the game but their momentum was
ultimately squashed by Nick Hoover’s diving catch of a fly ball hit by Coach Matt
Ratzlaff. It was a fun and fantastic night of baseball!!

Final score: A Cards 18 - Parents 8.
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2nd Annual NSLL
Managers/Coaches Softball
Game
at Roar n’ Snore
Saturday, May 19th
5:00pm
Come down and cheer on
your coaches. See who brings
home the trophy this year….

Dates to Remember:

The upper or lower division?

May 19th Roar n’ Snore
June 2nd

**Heckling encouraged**

7/8 MP Tournament Begins

June 2nd AAA Tournament of Champions
June 3rd Majors Tournament of Champions

Shout Outs and One Liners

ð A shout out to the
Major Orioles coaches
Ed, Rich and
Buddy! Thank you for
all the time, patience
and knowledge you
shared with the boys!
ð “Coach Jimmy Brown
is a cross between
Awesome and
Bomdiggity! Thanks
for a great season!”

“A” Cardinals honor their
moms for Mother’s Day

ð Shout out to Nick
Hoover from the A
Cardinals, four stand
up doubles in four
games!! Yea Nick!!

Submit your entries to
nsllnews@gmail.com
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Manager and League evaluation forms
Will be sent to team parents for distribution.
Keep an eye out for these and they are imperative to helping us improve the league.
For all returned evaluations, your child will receive a sample of our new Icee flavors!
Details coming soon!

Karin Jackman
Editor
NSLL Touchin’ Base/nsllnews@gmail.com

To: NSLL players, families and fans

